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**Introduction**
The cardiac neural network comprises ganglionated plexi (GP) adjacent to each pulmonary vein (PV) which can trigger AV block and PV ectopy. We hypothesised that AV block in response to GP stimulation is mediated through the right lower GP (RLGP) and could be abolished by ablation of the RLGP, whereas a local PV ectopy response could be abolished by selective local GP ablation.

**Methods and Results**
10 patients undergoing left atrial (LA) ablation with autonomic modification were recruited. Continuous HFS was delivered endocardially at presumed GP sites using a Grass Stimulator (20 Hz, 10 ms pulse duration, 10 V). GP sites with connections to the AV node (producing AV block) were marked on LA geometry. RLGP group (N=5) had RF ablation of RLGP and 2 of 15 sites remained positive (p<0.001) demonstrating that ablation of the RLGP can disrupt the neural connections to the AV node. The other group (N=5) had RF ablation of non-RLGP sites followed by HFS retesting of all previously positive unablated sites. All 19 unablated GP sites were positive after ablation of target the GP site indicating that the neural connections to the AV node remained intact. A further 18 patients in sinus rhythm at the time of AF ablation were recruited. Short bursts of HFS (12 V, 50 Hz, 10 ms pulse width), synchronised to local refractory period, were delivered at presumed GP sites during fixed rate pacing. Positive sites initiating PV ectopy were recorded on the LA geometry and presumed to have PV connections. In a control group (N=5) to check reproducibility, all 10 positive sites were identified and all 10 remained positive following catheter relocation and retesting. In the PVI group (N=8), 36 sites were positive, RF ablation was performed in all four veins without targeting GP sites during ablation. No sites were positive on retesting proving neural connections to the PV could be disrupted by ablation between the GP and PV. Finally in the GP ablation group (N=7), 29 sites were positive, two patients remained in AF, therefore further testing was not possible. RF ablation was performed around positive site and on retesting, five of 27 sites were positive. After additional RF ablation at these sites, no further ectopy could be initiated on retesting. This indicated that the GP connections into PVs could also be rendered ineffective by GP ablation.

**Conclusions**
Our study shows that neural inputs from LA GPs act on the AV node via the RLGP “gateway” and if AV block is used to identify GP sites for autonomic modulation, intact connections via the RLGP are required. We propose using synchronised HFS to identify and ablate GP sites initiating ectopic firing from the PV, as it only requires intact local connections to the PV. PVI acutely prevents this ectopic activity, possibly by transecting neural inputs to the veins. However, reconnection of PVs is common and RF ablation of the GP site alone may prevent ectopic firing within PVs.
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**Introduction**
Visualisation of atrial scar using delayed-enhanced MRI (DE-MRI) may reveal causes for atrial fibrillation recurrence following ablation. To develop an objective method for delineating atrial scar, we hypothesised that early enhancement (EE) and peak enhancement (PE) in DE-MRI are correlates of atrial scar and can predict atrial fibrillation recurrence following ablation.

**Methods**
10 patients undergoing left atrial (LA) ablation with autonomic modification were recruited. Continuous HFS at 12 V, 50 Hz, 10 ms pulse width, fixed rate pacing. Positive sites initiating PV ectopy were recorded on the LA geometry and presumed to have PV connections. In a control group (N=5) to check reproducibility, all 10 positive sites were identified and all 10 remained positive following catheter relocation and retesting. In the PVI group (N=8), 36 sites were positive, RF ablation was performed in all four veins without targeting GP sites during ablation. No sites were positive on retesting proving neural connections to the PV could be disrupted by ablation between the GP and PV. Finally in the GP ablation group (N=7), 29 sites were positive, two patients remained in AF, therefore further testing was not possible. RF ablation was performed around positive site and on retesting, five of 27 sites were positive. After additional RF ablation at these sites, no further ectopy could be initiated on retesting. This indicated that the GP connections into PVs could also be rendered ineffective by GP ablation.

**Conclusions**
Our study shows that neural inputs from LA GPs act on the AV node via the RLGP “gateway” and if AV block is used to identify GP sites for autonomic modulation, intact connections via the RLGP are required. We propose using synchronised HFS to identify and ablate GP sites initiating ectopic firing from the PV, as it only requires intact local connections to the PV. PVI acutely prevents this ectopic activity, possibly by transecting neural inputs to the veins. However, reconnection of PVs is common and RF ablation of the GP site alone may prevent ectopic firing within PVs.
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Atrial scar identified patients at higher risk of stroke and reduced success from AF ablation, suggesting potential future roles for DE-MRI in the management of patients with AF.
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Introduction Targeting fractionated electrograms (EGMs) is commonly used in catheter ablation (CA) of persistent atrial fibrillation (PersAF). Several automated algorithms exist to identify sites of fractionation. EGMs exhibiting continuous activity (ContA) and a high organisation index (OI) have also been proposed as features of significant sites. We investigated five indices of fractionation to assess the consistency of signal classification, and associated the effects of ablation lesions to these classification techniques.

Methods 16 patients undergoing first-time CA of persAF were studied. A NavX CFAE map was acquired after circumferential pulmonary vein isolation. EGM data were exported and analysed in custom software. CA was performed on sites showing high ContA. Offline analysis compared 5 algorithms: ContA, OI, Dominant Frequency (DF), CFAEmean (NavX equivalent) and shortest complex interval (SCI, Carto equivalent) after signal screening. The effect of ablation lesions on AF cycle length was correlated with underlying fractionation.

Results CA on ContA sites terminated AF in 50% cases. 2589 8-s EGMs and 471 ablation lesions targeting fractionation were analysed. Varying the refractory periods (RP) of algorithms produced large changes in signal classification for CFAEmean (Pearson R=0.81±0.05 for 10 ms variation in RP, R=-0.08 for 90 ms variation in RP) and SCI (R=0.95±0.04 for 10 ms, R=−0.34 for 90 ms), whereas ContA was unaffected (R=0.99±0.01 for 10 ms, R=0.80 for